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Masters Series is a complete private office product line that gives 
designers choices to be creative and enables customization 
through personalized, scalable office spaces. To offer inspiration, 
we’ve collected a few of our favorite ideas and hope this design 
guide will stimulate more of your own.

The Masters Series standard offering, combined with our Tailored Solutions™ customization capability, meets 

your design demands, from the simplest request—such as unique shapes and sizes—to the complexity of 

tailoring componentry to fit your space. Explore Masters Series further at haworth.com/masters. For finish 

selections, visit our Surface Collection website at surfaces.haworth.com.

http://haworth.com/masters
http://surfaces.haworth.com
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Freestanding 
& Admin

Tips and tricks
To mount open-sided shelves on Enclose® walls, 
order bracketry through Tailored Solutions. If you 
do not have a structural wall to mount to, opt for a 
vertical storage unit instead.

Masters Series offers great flexibility through 
Tailored Solutions, as seen through this admin 
station. For a standard reception station, a single 
product number is available for specification 
convenience.

Use the adaptable modesty panel and the 
modesty panel with shroud to create a 
comprehensive privacy solution. 

Wardrobes can be specified in various storage 
configurations: with or without doors, with 
shelves, and with filing.

Don’t be afraid to mix our veneer finishes for a new 
aesthetic. (Shown here: Double Cut Applegate 
and Double Cut Ebony.) The veneer palette was 
developed with colors that complement and 
enrich one another.

The sliding doors on the 2H attached sliding door 
storage unit are ideal in a condensed space. This 
also offers the opportunity to introduce more of a 
residential aesthetic.

T-legs on the height-adjustable table desk can be 
used with a separately specified pair of shrouds 
to provide a finished visual. Additionally, you 
have the option of providing additional privacy 
for your user with a fixed and/or hinged modesty, 
as shown. 

These applications provide reception areas for greeting 
clients and private spaces where individuals can focus. 
Choose from multiple options—from single or double 
pedestal desks, to tables with hoop legs or height-
adjustable T-legs.
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L-Shape

Tips and tricks
The finger pull, as shown here on the mobile 
pedestal, is not available on double cut veneers 
except for Hazel Walnut.

A mixed material look can be achieved through 
the standard component offering.

A rectangular stanchion for the 1.5H convergent 
applications includes a cutout for wire 
management.

To maximize space in a condensed footprint, 
leverage vertical storage options. Additionally, 
this convergent application offers nested 
storage for maximum space utilization.

The hoop leg convergent is only available with 
1.5H storage applications. Additional options 
include a single support column for either 1.5H 
or 2H convergent worktops.

Cushions are available for the mobile pedestal, 
as well as 30", 36", and 42" standard widths for 
lower storage applications.

The L-shape configuration offers out-of-the-way 
worksurface support and can be created in a myriad of 
ways. For example, connect a convergent worktop to a 
desk shell, or a convergent worktop to lower storage. 
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T-Shape

Tips and tricks
There are three options for height-adjustable 
convergent worktops: rectangle, wedge square, 
and wedge radius.

To expand your design options, there are four 
pull types and four veneer edge options for 
worksurfaces.

The optional back panel is used when the back 
of the lower storage unit is exposed. If the back 
is unexposed, specify without a back panel for 
cost savings.

Opt for a sliding door overhead storage unit, 
rather than a hinged door overhead storage 
unit, for a more cost-effective solution.

The open-sided shelves and the overhead 
storage unit are both available in letter and legal 
depth. Additionally, the shelves dimensionally 
align with one another for a streamlined aesthetic. 
Unlike the open-sided shelf, the overhead storage 
unit has a light valance to conceal separately-
specified lighting. 

The adaptable modesty panel is available in 3” 
increments, from 21" to 78", to accommodate 
various desking applications. In the application 
shown, the modesty panel is a reduced width 
to allow for the shroud and nested storage.

The open storage cabinet beneath the 
worksurface allows the user to easily access its 
contents without needing to open a door.

For additional worksurface space, or a place to meet in the 
private office, convergent tops attach to designated lower 
storage units to create a T-shape configuration.
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U-Shape

Tips and tricks
Laminate wood grain direction is vertical, up to 
60” for open-sided shelves. If trying to achieve 
vertical grain for a shelf 66" wide or greater, 
specify two shelves side-by-side to receive the 
desired grain direction. 

Height-adjustable convergent worktops must 
be supported by either a 1.5H open cabinet for 
use with convergent worktop or a 1.5H attached 
sliding door storage unit for use with convergent 
worktop. These storage options conceal one of 
the height-adjustable T-legs. 

A shroud for use with a height-adjustable T-leg is 
a separately ordered component that seamlessly 
hides the T-leg. 

To conceal attachment hardware, finished vertical 
filler trim is included with open-sided shelves. 

Two drawer options are available for lower 
storage: wood with English dovetail joinery for 
a high-end look and feel, or black miterfold for a 
more cost-effective solution. 

A reinforcement bar is included on any hoop leg 
worksurface 72" or wider. If cutouts for electrical 
components are desired in the location of the bar, 
it can be relocated in the field to provide clearance.

Height-adjustable convergent worktops include 
a cable chain to provide integrated cable 
management from the worksurface to the 
power source. 

A U-shape configuration provides multiple worksurfaces 
as well as storage. When combining a desk, return top, 
and credenza, the result is a U-shape workstation for the 
private office. 
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